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Abstract

The extent of interfacial charge transfer and the resulting impact on magnetic interactions
were investigated as a function of sublayer thickness in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/La0.7Sr0.3CoO3
ferromagnetic superlattices. Element-specific soft x-ray magnetic spectroscopy reveals that
the electronic structure is altered within 5–6 unit cells of the chemical interface, and can
lead to a synthetic ferromagnet with strong magnetic coupling between the sublayers. The
saturation magnetization and coercivity depends sensitively on the sublayer thickness due to
the length scale of this interfacial effect. For larger sublayer thicknesses, the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
and La0.7Sr0.3CoO3 sublayers are magnetically decoupled, displaying two independent
magnetic transitions with little sublayer thickness dependence. These results demonstrate
how interfacial phenomena at perovskite oxide interfaces can be used to tailor their functional
properties at the atomic scale.
Keywords: superlattices, magnetic oxides, soft x-ray magnetic spectroscopy, interfaces
S Supplementary material for this article is available online
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

Introduction

as structural effects (i.e. breaking the 3D symmetry of the
material, epitaxial strain, and modifications of the inherent
BO6 octahedral tilts/rotations), chemical effects (i.e. atomic
intermixing), electronic effects (i.e. electronic/orbital reconstruction, charge transfer), and magnetic effects (i.e. exchange
interactions, finite size effects associated with 2D layers)
become important [4, 5]. The competition between multiple
interactions places a great challenge on our ability to understand and predict the resulting functional properties, and ultimately to exploit the emergent properties in applications.
In this work, we explore the extent of interfacial interactions occurring in superlattices (SLs) composed of two ferromagnetic (FM) and metallic perovskite oxides, La0.7Sr0.3MnO3

Due to the strong coupling between the charge, spin, orbital,
and lattice degrees of freedom, perovskite oxides with the
chemical formula ABO3 display a wide range of technologically relevant properties including ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity, and superconductivity [1]. Modern thin film growth
techniques such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD) offer atomic
scale control of the chemical composition, structural properties, and thickness of sublayers, and therefore have enabled
the engineering of artificial composite materials which display
emergent properties which differ from those of the constituent
materials [2, 3]. In these systems, interfacial interactions such
1361-648X/18/015805+8$33.00
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Figure 1. (a) ω  −  2θ XRD scans of the LSMO/LSCO SLs near the (0 0 2) LSAT peak and (b) resonant XRR spectra taken at different x-ray
energies for the m  =  10 LSMO/LSCO SL. Well pronounced SL peaks (denoted as  ±1) and Kiessig fringes were observed for all samples.
In (b), the grey lines show fits obtained from Refl1D software corresponding to the parameters listed in table SI. The vertical black lines
highlight the SL peaks which appear more prominently at the resonant x-ray energies.

epitaxial strain imposed from the underlying substrate. In
LSMO thin films, deviations from the bulk a−a−a− BO6 tilt
patterns only persisted for a few unit cells away from the substrate interface [19, 20]. In contrast, for La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 thin
films, the BO6 tilt patterns observed by synchrotron x-ray
diffraction (XRD) differed from that of bulk La0.5Sr0.5CoO3
and that of the underlying substrate (NdGaO3 and
La0.3Sr0.7Al0.65Ta0.35O3 (LSAT)), and this modified tilt pattern
extended throughout the full 100 Å film thickness [21].
We report on the detailed characterization of the structural,
magnetic, and electronic properties of LSMO/LSCO SLs as
a function of sublayer thickness. In particular, synchrotron
radiation-based techniques (e.g. resonant x-ray reflectivity
(XRR) and soft x-ray magnetic spectroscopy) were utilized
in order to independently probe the magnetic and electronic
properties of the individual sublayers. These results demonstrate that interfacial charge transfer in this system extends
over distances as large as 5–6 u.c. away from the chemical
interface, and results in strong magnetic coupling between
the sublayers. For larger sublayer thicknesses, the LSMO
and LSCO layers are magnetically decoupled, displaying two
independent magnetic transitions with differences in response
to temperature and applied magnetic field.

(LSMO) and La0.7Sr0.3CoO3 (LSCO), by varying the sublayer thicknesses from 6 psuedocubic unit cells (u.c.) to 60
u.c. A common Sr-doping level (x  =  0.3) at the A-site minimizes any A-site chemical intermixing in the heterostructures.
LSMO displays a lower coercive field than LSCO [6–8],
and the magnetic and electronic properties in both systems
are mediated by the double exchange mechanism such that
they display simultaneous FM/paramagnetic (PM) and metal/
insulator transitions, as well as a peak in magnetoresistance at
their Curie temperatures (370 K and 240 K, respectively). As
a result, their functional properties are sensitive to changes
to the B–O–B bond angles and distances due to epitaxial
strain imposed from an underlying substrate [9–11]. At low
Sr-doping (x  <  0.18), the cobaltites La1−xSrxCoO3 are characterized by magnetoelectronic phase separation (MEPS) in
which nanoscale (~25 Å diameter) hole-rich FM clusters exist
within a hole-depleted non-magnetic (NM) matrix [12]. The
FM cluster size increases as x increases such that at x  =  0.18,
FM magnetic clusters start to coalesce and the material undergoes an insulator/metal transition [6, 13]. It should be noted
that for x  >  0.18, the material does not display pure long range
ferromagnetism, but rather exists as a magnetic cluster glass
with the NM regions forming a minority volume fraction. This
cluster glass phase leads to zero field-cooled (ZFC) and fieldcooled (FC) magnetization curves which diverge below the
freezing temperature (Tf) [14]. In La1−xSrxCoO3 thin films,
MEPS dominates near the film/substrate interface leading to
insulating, NM behavior for films below a critical thickness, t*,
which ranges from 80 to 300 Å depending on the Sr-doping
level and epitaxial strain value [15, 16].
In bulk, both LSMO and LSCO possess rhombohedral symmetry in the R3m space group with a−a−a− BO6 tilt patterns in
the Glazer notation [6, 8, 14, 17]. Their rhombohedral lattice
parameters are a(LSMO)  =  5.473 Å and α(LSMO)  =  60.42°
[18] and a(LSCO)  =  5.416 Å and α(LSCO)  =  60.05° [6].
However, it has been shown that they respond differently to

Experimental
The LSMO/LSCO SLs as well as single layer LSMO and
LSCO films (~300 Å thick) were grown on (0 0 1)-oriented
LSAT substrates by PLD. The LSMO sublayer was always
grown first, such that the top layer of the SLs consisted of an
LSCO sublayer. In all cases, an approximately equal number
of LSMO and LSCO u.c. were deposited, the thickness of sublayers (m) was varied from approximately 60 u.c. to 6 u.c.,
and the total film thickness was held between 400–450 Å.
The SL notation is [m(LSMO) X m(LSCO)]n, where n is the
number of repeats in the SL. A schematic of the SL structure
2
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Table 1. Summary of average layer thickness (t) and interface roughness (rs) values obtained from resonant XRR fits for the LSMO/LSCO

SLs. A full list of fitting parameters is included in table SI.
Substrate

LSMO

LSCO

Carbon layer

Sample

rs (Å)

t (Å)

rs (Å)

t (Å)

rs (Å)

t (Å)

rs (Å)

m  =  60
m  =  30
m  =  20
m  =  12
m  =  10
m  =  8
m  =  6

0.1
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.2
3
2

224  ±  1
109  ±  2
79  ±  1
41  ±  1
35  ±  1
27  ±  3
23  ±  2

1
2
2
4
3
3
4

199  ±  1
95  ±  2
72  ±  4
38  ±  2
30  ±  2
23  ±  3
21  ±  2

5
4
3
6
4
7
5

17  ±  2
16  ±  1
16  ±  1
16  ±  1
16  ±  1
15  ±  1
23  ±  2

3
3
3
3
2
3
4

mode with the x-rays parallel to the in-plane [1 0 0] substrate
direction with a 60° angle relative to the surface normal.
TEY mode provides surface sensitive information limited by
the finite escape depth of secondary electrons (~50 Å) and
therefore the signal is weighted towards the LSCO and LSMO
layers at the top surface of the sample. For SLs with m  >  12,
the signal from the buried LSMO layer cannot be detected.
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) was calculated
as the difference between two XA spectra taken with rightand left-circularly polarized x-rays with an applied magnetic
field (H  =  0.5 or 1.4 T) applied parallel to the propagation
direction of the x-rays. The magnetic field value was chosen to
ensure full saturation of the magnetization of all layers in the
SLs. Hysteresis loops were measured at a fixed x-ray energy
corresponding to the maximum XMCD signal at the Co or Mn
L3 edge. Electrical resistivity measurements were obtained
using a Lakeshore Cryogenics TTPX cryogenic probe station
in the van der Pauw electrode geometry.

is shown as the inset to figure 1(b). For simplicity, the SLs will
be referred to according to their m value. This design of the
SLs maintains a constant volume of LSMO and LSCO within
each SL and avoids changes in the epitaxial strain state due
to differences in the total film thickness. A KrF (λ  =  248 nm)
pulsed laser with 1.2 J cm−2 laser fluence and 5 Hz frequency
was used, while the substrate temperature and background O2
pressure were held at 700 °C and 0.2 Torr, respectively. The
samples were slowly cooled in 300 Torr O2 pressure after the
growth to ensure the proper oxygen stoichiometry of the films.
For comparison, a LSMO/LSCO solid solution (i.e. LSCMO)
film (~60 Å thick) was grown at a substrate temperature of
700 °C, and oxygen pressure of 0.2 Torr, by alternating the
KrF laser (frequency  =  1 Hz and laser fluence  =  0.93 J cm−2)
between the stoichiometric LSMO and LSCO targets every
4–5 pulses.
Structural characterization was performed using resonant XRR at BL 2–1 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource (SSRL) and high-resolution XRD using a Bruker
D8 Discover four-circle diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation
(λ  =  1.540 56 Å). The resonant XRR measurements [22] were
performed at 8000 eV (close to the energy for Cu Kα1 radiation) and at energies near the Mn and Co K edges, at the first
inflection point on the rising edge of the x-ray absorption near
edge structure spectrum from the sample (i.e. near 6556 eV
and 7727 eV, respectively). This technique provides a nondestructive means of determining chemical profiles of multilayer structures composed of layers with similar density. For
these LSMO/LSCO SLs, these chemical profiles consisted
predominantly of the Mn/Co ions residing at the B-site of the
perovskite structure. The structural parameters (scattering
length density, interface roughness, and layer thicknesses)
were determined by fitting the resonant XRR spectra at the
different x-ray energies simultaneously using the Refl1D
software package [23]. The sample models allowed the individual structural parameters of each of the sublayers to vary
individually.
The sample magnetization was measured using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer
with the magnetic field applied along the in-plane [1 0 0] substrate direction. Soft x-ray magnetic spectroscopy measurements were performed at beamlines 4.0.2 and 6.3.1 of the
Advanced Light Source (ALS). Mn and Co x-ray absorption
(XA) spectra were measured in total electron yield (TEY)

Results and discussion
The structural properties of the LSMO/LSCO SLs were determined using high-resolution XRD and resonant XRR measurements. Figure 1(a) shows the out-of-plane ω  −  2θ scans
around the (0 0 2) substrate peak for the series of LSMO/LSCO
SLs, while the resonant XRR spectra for the m  =  10 LSMO/
LSCO SL is shown in figure 1(b). A comparison of the spectra
for the LSMO/LSCO SLs acquired with x-rays with energies of 6556, 7727, and 8000 eV is shown in figure S1 of the
supplemental material (stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/30/015805/
mmedia). Well-defined Kiessig fringes as well as SL peaks
(indicated by solid black lines in figure 1(b)) with periodicities
corresponding to the expected SL repeat units were observed
in all spectra (ω  −  2θ and resonant XRR), confirming the
structural quality of the SLs. Due to resonance effects, the SL
peaks become more prominent when the spectra are acquired
at the resonant energies [22]. The grey curves correspond to
simultaneous Refl1D fits at all three x-ray energies. A thin
carbon top layer that formed due to exposure of the samples to
x-rays in air is also included to improve the fitting. The full list
of fitting parameters is included in table SI, while table 1 summarizes the key parameters. By allowing the structural param
eters of each sublayer to vary individually, the fitting reveals
that there is asymmetric roughness of the two interfaces in the
3
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Figure 3. (a) Tf and TMI and (b) magnitude of Co- and Mn-XMCD

and MS measured at 80 K as a function of sublayer thickness for the
LSMO/LSCO SLs. The solid lines are guides to the eye, while the
horizontal dashed lines refer to data from a bulk-like LSCO film
(Tf and TMI). t*(LSMO) and t*(LSCO) refer to literature data of the
critical thickness below which LSMO and LSCO single layer films
display degraded magnetization and conductivity [16, 30–33].

curves for thick, bulk-like (~300 Å) LSMO and LSCO single
layer films are also plotted (figure 2(a)). Both FC (H  =  0.1 T)
and ZFC curves are shown to verify the presence of a cluster
glass state in the SLs. The single layer films display nearlybulk Curie temperature, TC, values of 289 K and 195 K, for
LSMO and LSCO, respectively. TC was determined as the


temperature where dM(T) dT  is a maximum. The divergence
of the FC and ZFC curves for the LSCO film for temperatures
below the freezing temperature, Tf ~ 185 K, indicates the formation of a cluster glass state [6, 14, 26, 27]. The LSMO/
LSCO SLs show the combined characteristics of the LSMO
and LSCO films, with two magnetic transitions near 290 and
195 K, as well as a divergence of the FC and ZFC curves
below Tf. The magnetic transition for the LSMO sublayers
at 290 K appears less abrupt due to the large value of magn
etic field (H  =  0.1 T) used to align the hard LSCO sublayers.
The Tf values (indicated by vertical arrows in figure 2(b) and
plotted as red triangles in figure 3(a)) generally decrease with
decreasing LSCO sublayer thickness; for thicker sublayers it
decreases gradually, but then decreases more rapidly as the
thickness decreases below 10 u.c.’s. As will be discussed further below, the m  =  12 SL marks the transition between SLs
with sublayers with independent, bulk-like properties, and
SLs with sublayers dominated by interfacial phenomena.
Since the magnetic properties of both LSMO and LSCO
are dictated by the double exchange mechanism, the temper
ature dependence of the magnetic properties is mirrored in
the transport properties shown in figure 2(c). According to
this model, the materials undergo a FM/PM transition that
coincides with a metal/insulator transition at TC. The metal/
insulator transition temperature, TMI, can be defined as the

Figure 2. Magnetization as a function of temperature curves for
(a) bulk-like LSMO and LSCO films and (b) LSMO/LSCO SLs.
Both FC (solid lines) and ZFC (dot-dashed lines) curves are plotted.
Arrows denote Tf where the two curves diverge at low temperatures
indicating the onset of a cluster glass state. (c) Sheet resistivity as a
function of temperature for LSMO and LSCO films and the LSMO/
LSCO SLs.

LSMO/LSCO SLs, i.e. in the growth direction, the LSMO/
LSCO interface is consistently smoother than the LSCO/
LSMO interface. Similar roughness asymmetry was previously reported for the LaMnO3/SrMnO3 and LaAlO3/SrTiO3
systems [24, 25]. Regardless, the chemical roughness of each
interface remains below approximately one unit cell thickness, indicating limited chemical intermixing of the sublayers. Reciprocal space maps (figure S2) taken around the
(1 0 3) and (3 0 3) peaks showed that the SLs are fully strained
to the underlying LSAT substrate (a  =  3.868 Å), such that the
LSMO (LSCO) sublayers exist under compressive (tensile)
strain, respectively.
The temperature dependence of the magnetization of the
LSMO/LSCO SLs is plotted in figure 2(b). For comparison,
4
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Figure 4. SQUID magnetometry hysteresis loops measured at 80 K for LSMO/LSCO SLs with (a) m  ⩾  12 and (b) m  ⩽  12. For comparison,

the data for a thick LSCO film is included in panel (a).



maximum of dρ(T) dT  in analogy to the definition of TC.
This definition leads to TMI ~ 295 K and 163 K for the thick
LSMO and LSCO films, respectively. For the LSCO film,
TMI is slightly lower than the magnetic transition temperature
measured by SQUID magnetometry, as has been reported previously [16, 28]. The sublayer thickness dependence of TMI
is plotted on figure 3(a) and the values track well with the
Tf values extracted from the magnetic properties in figure 2.
The shape and values of the resistivity curves for the LSMO/
LSCO SLs with m  ⩾  12 are all similar to one another and in
reasonable agreement to a parallel resistor model where the
current flows proportionally through the LSMO and LSCO
layers (see figure S3). In contrast, for the LSMO/LSCO
SLs with m  <  12, a strong deviation away from the parallel
resistor model can be seen, with an increase in the low temper
ature resistivity and a shift of TMI to lower temperatures. It
should be noted that even in the limit of the m  =  6 (thinnest
layers) LSMO/LSCO SL, the resistivity behavior is in stark
contrast to the LSCMO solid solution which showed purely
insulating behavior with significantly higher resistivity value
(see figure S3; ρ  =  0.43 Ω cm at 300 K). This result supports
the conclusion of the resonant XRR data of limited chemical
intermixing at the LSMO/LSCO interfaces and the formation
of a well-defined SL structure. Moreover, these LSMO/LSCO
SLs with ultrathin sublayers contrast strongly with ultrathin
LSMO and LSCO single layers which also show purely insulating behavior [15, 16, 29–32].
In order to investigate the magnetic coupling between the
LSMO and LSCO sublayers, SQUID hysteresis loops were
acquired at 80 K (figure 4). For the LSMO/LSCO SLs with
m  >  12 (figure 4(a)), the hysteresis loops are as expected for
a composite material composed of two magnetic materials
which are decoupled from one another. In this case the two
magnetic materials consist of a hard sublayer with large coercivity and small saturation magnetization, MS (LSCO, HC ~
0.55 T, MS  =  150 emu cm−3) and a soft sublayer with small
coercivity and large MS (LSMO, HC ~ 0.010–0.025 T, MS ~
600 emu cm−3) [6, 8]. For the LSMO/LSCO SLs with m  ⩽  12
(figure 4(b)), only a single magnetic transition was observed

Figure 5. Mn- and Co-XMCD hysteresis loops measured at 80 K
for LSMO/LSCO SLs with m  ⩽  12.

despite the fact that the resonant XRR data showed distinct
LSMO and LSCO sublayers. For this coupled magnetic phase,
HC and MS decrease as n increases, following a similar sublayer thickness dependence as seen with the Tf and TMI values
shown in figure 3(a). To further examine the coupled nature
of the LSMO/LSCO SLs with m  ⩽  12, elemental-specific
Co- and Mn–L edge XMCD hysteresis loops are presented
in figure 5. The XMCD hysteresis loops allow us to independently probe the magnetic switching of the individual sublayers. In all cases for m  ⩽  12, the Mn- and Co-hysteresis loops
coincide with one another with shape, coercivity, and relative
magnitudes in good agreement with the SQUID magnetometry data. This agreement between the SQUID and XMCD
hysteresis loops confirms that the magnetic behavior of the
surface sublayers probed by the XMCD measurements persist
throughout the full thickness of the SL. The relative magnitude of the XMCD values scale approximately in a 4:1 ratio of
LSMO:LSCO as in their bulk phases [6, 8] and both the Mnand Co-XMCD values, proportional to the atomic magnetic
moment, share the same trend with decreasing sublayer thickness (figure 3(b)). Previous studies on ultrathin La1−xSrxCoO3
[15, 16, 29] and LSMO [30–33] films grown on SrTiO3 (STO)
and LSAT substrates have shown a similar abrupt degradation
5
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Figure 6. (a) Mn-XA and XMCD spectra; and (b) Co-XA and XMCD spectra for LSMO/LSCO SLs acquired in TEY mode. The
somewhat larger noise for the LSCMO solid solution film is due to charging effects related to its insulating behavior at 80 K. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the positions of characteristic features in the reference spectra.

with the spectra from the thick LSCO film, confirming the
bulk-like nature of the thick LSCO sublayers. On the other
hand, the SLs with m  ⩽  12 show a gradual evolution of the
Co-XA spectra from a mixed Co3+/Co4+ valence state to one
which is predominantly Co3+ [36–38]. These spectral features are more pronounced at the Co-L2 edge (shown in detail
in figure S5) where there is a gradual decrease in the higher
energy B peak of the L2 doublet feature. This trend towards the
Co3+ valence state was also observed in ultrathin LSCO films
grown on LSAT substrates, and thus may be characteristic
of the LSCO/air interface [16]. The shape of the Co-XMCD
signal remains largely unchanged for all the LSMO/LSCO
SLs with the exception of the m  =  6 SL which shows a shift
in the energy of the maximum Co-XMCD signal to ~0.7 eV
lower in energy. This result indicates that the FM properties are
still mediated by the double exchange mechanism involving
Co3+/Co4+ ions as in bulk LSCO layers. With decreasing
LSCO sublayer thickness, the optimal Co3+/Co4+ network
gets broken up by the higher concentration of Co3+ ions, thus
reducing MS. The Co-XA and XMCD spectra for the LSCO/
LSMO SLs were fit as a linear combination of fundamental
spectra from Co2+ ions (CoFe2O4), Co3+ ions (LaCoO3), and
mixed Co3+/Co4+ ions (LSCO). Figure S6 plots the relative
fraction of these fundamental spectra as a function of sublayer
thickness, and confirms these trends. In comparison to LSCO/
LSAT films, t*(LSCO) in the LSMO/LSCO SLs has decreased
to ~12 u.c. from 20 u.c. In contrast, the LSCMO film more
closely resembles a mixture of Co2+/Co3+ valence states with
a larger weight on the pre-peak and shoulder features at the
Co-L3 edge. The dominance of magnetically active Co2+ ions
was also observed in LSCO/LSMO bilayers where the LSCO
layer was grown directly on the LSAT substrate, pointing to
characteristics of a buried LSCO/LSMO interface [39].

in the magnetization and conductivity once the film thickness drops below a critical thickness, t*. For LSMO films on
both types of substrates, t* was found to be on the order of
10–13 u.c. [30–33], and for LSCO films on LSAT and STO
substrates, t* was 20 u.c. and 39 u.c., respectively [15, 16, 29].
The t* values for single layer LSMO and LSCO films grown
on LSAT substrates are included as vertical dashed lines in
figure 3(b). The Mn- and Co-XMCD values show a sharp
decrease below m  <  12 in better agreement with t* for single
layer LSMO films rather than LSCO films.
Rescaling of the Tf and TMI in figure 3(a) in the form of
(u.c.)

TC (u.c.) = 1 − TTCC,Bulk
shows that as the sublayer thickness decreases, the reduction in transition temperature follows a power law with critical exponent of λ = 0.8 ± 0.1
(see figure S4). This exponent is consistent with thicknessdependent data for both single-layer cobaltites [34] and
manganites [35], showing that the exchange interaction at
the LSMO/LSCO interfaces is on average weaker than the
exchange interactions within each sublayer, and this interface
coupling becomes significant only when m  <  12. The much
sharper decrease in Co/Mn magnetic moments and total film
magnetization with decreasing sublayer thickness (figure
3(b)) illustrates that the average atomic magnetic moment in
each sublayer does not change significantly with thickness
until the point at which the transition temperature (Tf or TMI)
is close to the measurement temperature of 80 K.
XA and XMCD spectra (figure 6) provide further insight
into the thickness dependence of the magnetic properties of the LSMO/LSCO SLs, i.e. valence states and local
bonding environment for the Mn and Co ions. The Co-XA
spectra (figure 6(c)) and Co-XMCD (measured at H  =  1.4 T,
figure 6(d)) for the SLs with m  >  12 nearly completely overlap
6
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Conclusions

With the TEY measurements, the Mn-XA/XMCD signal
emanates primarily from the portion of the LSMO sublayer in proximity to the top LSMO/LSCO interface, and
the signal could not be detected above the noise floor for
the m  >  12 SLs. For the m  ⩽  12 SLs, the interface-sensitive
Mn-XA spectra resembles that of the LSCMO film and differs
from LSMO single layer films, indicative of a higher Mn4+/
Mn3+ ratio than dictated by the nominal Sr2+ doping level. A
similar effect has previously been reported for LSMO-based
SLs involving LSCO, La0.7Sr0.3FeO3, STO, or LaNiO3 sublayers and has been ascribed to an interfacial charge-transfer
of the form Mn3+  +  X4+  →  Mn4+  +  X3+ or X2+, where X
can be Co, Fe, Ti or Ni ions [40–44]. However, as with the
Co-XMCD spectra, the spectral shape of the Mn-XMCD
curves remains unchanged, indicating that the magnetically
active Mn3+/Mn4+ ions remain largely as in the thick LSMO
film though they are broken up by a higher concentration of
Mn4+ ions. In the case of the LSMO sublayers, t*(LSMO)
remains unchanged in comparison to LSMO/LSAT films.
Based on the characterization results presented above, we
have shown that we have grown LSMO/LSCO SLs with high
crystalline quality and chemically abrupt interfaces with sublayer thicknesses which vary from ~60–6 u.c. The m  =  12 SL
marks the transition between SLs with contrasting magnetic
properties. For SLs with m  >  12, the LSMO and LSCO sublayers behave independently with bulk-like properties; magn
etically soft/metallic LSMO sublayers and magnetically hard/
metallic LSCO sublayers with cluster glass characteristics.
For SLs with m  ⩽  12, the magnetic and electrical properties of the LSMO and LSCO sublayers are unlike those of
either bulk or ultrathin film equivalents or the LSCMO solid
solution, and instead are dominated by properties specific to
their interfaces. In this regime, LSMO and LSCO sublayers
can be characterized as a coupled magnetic phase where the
chemically distinct sublayers switch concurrently due to the
significant strength of the interfacial exchange interaction as
compared to the exchange interaction within each sublayer.
Furthermore, the magnetic/electrical parameters of this coupled magnetic phase (e.g. MS, Tf, TMI, and HC) can be tailored with the choice of the sublayer thickness. The XA/
XMCD spectra suggest that the coupled magnetic properties
arise due to an interfacial charge transfer of the form Mn3+  +  
Co4+  →  Mn4+  +  Co3+, which then promotes a FM exchange
coupling vertically across the LSMO/LSCO interface. This
effect differs from that seen in LSCO/LSMO bilayers where
the LSCO layer was grown directly on the LSAT substrate and
magnetic coupling between Co2+ and Mn4+ ions with large
magnetic moment was observed in the XA/XMCD spectra
[39]. The vertical extent of this magnetic coupling suggests
that the charge transfer extends up to 5–6 u.c. from the interface in either direction, which is in reasonable agreement with
numbers quoted in other perovskite systems [36, 39, 45, 46].
This unique behavior of the LSMO/LSCO SLs results due
to the differences in electronic characteristics of the Co and
Mn ions, and differs to other systems such as the manganite/
ruthenate system involving much heavier Ru ions where
decoupled properties have been observed down to ultra-thin
sublayers [47, 48].

In conclusion, we have performed a detailed investigation
of the structural, magnetic, and electrical properties of
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/La0.7Sr0.3CoO3 SLs as a function of the sublayer thickness and interface density. The SL with sublayer
thickness ~12 u.c. marks the transition between SLs in which
LSMO and LSCO sublayers are magnetically coupled due to
interface exchange interactions; and SLs (m  >  12) in which
the decoupled LSMO and LSCO sublayers have bulk-like
properties. These interface effects stem from an interfacial
charge transfer of the form Mn3+  +  Co4+  →  Mn4+  +  Co3+
which extends approximately 5–6 u.c. from the interface in
either direction. In the magnetically coupled state, the magn
etic and electronic properties of interest (e.g. MS, Tf, TMI, and
HC) can be tailored with the choice of the sublayer thickness, despite the fact that the overall SL composition remains
unchanged. These findings demonstrate the unique tunability
of complex oxides that can result by harnessing interfacial
phenomena.
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